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Here it is, fall again.  I don’t know about you, but this year went by faster 
than any other.  While every season is amazing at the Nature Center, fall is 
delightful, partially due to seeing how much the young animals that were born 
in spring have grown.  And, of course, the color changes.  

Fall also brings the ARNHA Annual Meeting.  It will be held Wednesday, 
September 12, 6:00 p.m.  In accordance with our bylaws, we hold a general 
meeting once a year to give all members a chance to get together.  The meet-
ing is held outside on a lovely fall evening.  We have had Sandhill Cranes fly 
over on occasion, and there is yummy food.  At the meeting, in addition to 
honoring our volunteers and special people who make ARNHA and EYNC 
happen, we will report on progress toward updating the main building and 
aviary.  If you haven’t already, this will be a great chance to meet and get to 
know Torey Byington, our new Executive Director, and Christine Johnson, our 
new Volunteer Coordinator.  You will be able to meet your board members, as 
well as our newest animal ambassadors.  And, last but not least, you will have 
the opportunity to ask questions and give your input on how things are going.  
I hope to see you there.

Be sure to mark Sunday, October 7, on your 
calendar for NatureFest at EYNC.  Bring your 
children, grandchildren and the young-at-heart to 
EYNC for a fun day of activities, animals, and 
nature information from EYNC and a variety of 
local organizations.

Lastly, have you thought about what you could 
do to ensure that the Effie Yeaw Nature Center 
continues as the premier provider of nature and 
environmental education along the Lower Ameri-
can River?  I know that the first question that a 
prospective member may ask is “What do I get 
with my membership?”  But I suspect that the 
reason you joined was because you care about protecting a 100-acre piece of 
wildness in the midst of the burbs.  Here are a few suggestions for taking your 
passion to a new level.  When you renew your membership next time, make 
it a recurring gift.  Give the gift of time by helping out at events or volunteer-
ing.  Include us in your legacy planning.  If you have a business, or are close 
to someone who does, perhaps consider a sponsorship? 

But most of all, be here.  Come and walk the trails, sit on the benches and 
take some time to reconnect to nature. Visit our animal ambassadors and talk 
with our naturalists.  Learn from the exhibits.  Talk to the turkeys and let your 
spirit soar with the hawks.

Of all the paths you take in life, make sure a few of them are dirt. – John  Muir

Cover Photo: Looking at the sky from inside a tule hut under construction. 
Photo Settings: Canon EOS 7D; Canon EF-S 18-135mm; ISO 400; 18mm; 
f/8; 1/250. Photographer: Kari Bauer
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If you’ve ever built or remodeled a house, you know 
that a lot of materials go into it.  How about constructing a 
shelter with just two or three items, readily found all around 
you?  The Valley Nisenan do just that – and five people had 
the chance to try their hand at it under the supervision of 
former Effie Yeaw Nature Center Naturalist and Cultural 
Educator Vince La Pena, during a class he taught recently 
at EYNC.

Before the arrival of Europeans, the local Valley Nisenan 
lived in villages on the bluffs overlooking the American 
River, safely above the annual river floods.  The homes 
were partially underground, with mud and thatched roofs 
to keep out the rain.  The roof had a hole in it to permit 
smoke from cooking fires to escape, as well as to provide 
an entryway.  

In warm, dry summer months, and once the river had 
receded from the high spring-melt flows, most of the vil-
lagers, except the elderly and the pregnant women, moved 
down next to the river to be closer to the seasonal abun-
dance of life along its banks.  There they created temporary 
summer homes.

The method for making these shelters is still alive in 
the Nisenan culture.  Effie Yeaw Nature Center staff use 
those methods to construct the 
tule houses you see in the Maidu 
Replica Village today.  One of 
those houses needed to be re-
placed, and it was the framework 
for that house that Vince and his 
students were going to build.

Tule shelters are built using 
three materials – willow, tule and 
grapevine, all of which are found 
in many places along the park-
way.  Willow makes the frame, 
tule provides the siding, and 
grapevine helps secure the tules.  
Vince had located a promising 
source of willow growing at the 
edge of the American River, and 
he led his band of students down 
to the river to harvest some. 

It was a sunny morning in ear-
ly summer, with the promise of 
heat later that afternoon.  Across 
the river, geese were honking, 
and a cormorant flew low over 

the sparkling water.  Evidence of the abundance of nature 
was everywhere.  Vince took a moment to talk about the 
Nisenan respect for their surroundings.  The Nisenan ap-
proach harvesting willow as they do the use of any other 
natural materials – with reverence and gratitude.  They 
believe that every object has a spirit.  Vince cautioned, 
“Take what you need, and use what you take.”  Before 
cutting the willow, he said, take a moment to be thankful 
for its existence.  

There are some challenges to harvesting willow today.  
Willow is a renewable resource, amenable to thinning.  The 
Nisenan tended the willow, managing it for best growth, 
and the results were long, straight stalks that made good 
poles.  Today, the willow along the river grows in thick 
patches, and it is a challenge to find the 10- to 12-foot 
straight branches that will make good frames, and cut them 
out of the thicket.

Early summer is the time to harvest willow branches.  Sap 
is still running in it, so the branches are flexible enough to 
work with.  Vince told the group to look for branches that 
were about 2 inches in diameter, with no visible sign of 
insect damage.  The group pushed their way into the thicket, 
looking for likely candidates, and cutting those they chose.

As some people continued 
to hunt for the perfect branch, 
others began cutting away side 
shoots from the selected branch-
es.  These cut shoots were not 
wasted. Some were planted 
at the edge of the river where 
they would quickly root and 
form new willows; others were 
brushed into a loose pile that 
could provide a retreat for small 
birds or other animals.

After all the branches had 
been selected, cut and trimmed, 
a fun and satisfying task began:  
peeling the willow bark.  Fresh 
willow has a thick bark that 
separates easily from the stem 
in long ribbons, sliding over the 
nubs of the cut-away shoots, and 
leaving a silky, light-colored, 
flexible stem, still moist from 
the sap.  Vince and his students 

Building a Tule House
by Margaret Leavitt
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continued from previous page
carried the willow branches and rib-
bons of bark up to EYNC and put them 
in the EYNC Maidu Replica Village 
pond to remain pliable until they were 
needed.

The Nisenan create round shelters 
with earthen floors.  A circular trench 
is dug, outlining the area of the shel-
ter, and the earth inside is cleared and 
packed down. In early summer the 
earth is still loose and easy to work 
with.

 A willow house frame consists of 
two rounded parallel supports about 
two feet apart, and two additional par-
allel lines running perpendicular to the 
first ones.   To create each support, the 
end of a peeled willow is buried in the 
ground along the perimeter of the shel-
ter, and another is located across the 
circle from it.  The two are bent toward 
each other and secured by wrapping 

bark ribbons around them to create an 
upside-down U-shape, the height that 
the shelter will be.  A second support 
is constructed about two-feet parallel 
to the first, and then perpendicular 
supports are constructed and lashed at 
right angles to the first ones.

Working together, some holding the 
supports upright while others lashed 
them to one another, the group was 

able create a freestanding 
framework of supports.  This 
team work, a cooperative 
effort among a group of peo-
ple, is an important value of 
the Nisenan culture, Vince 
explained.  Plus, it made the 
job go much more quickly.

Once the upright supports 
were in place and secure, 
the group began putting in 
place the rungs that would 
hold the tules.  Starting at 
either side of two of the sup-
ports, so as to leave an open-
ing for entry to the shelter, 
long willow branches were 
placed horizontally around 
the framework at a height about two 
feet from the ground, and tied to the 
uprights using the long, thin strips of 
willow bark.  A second perpendicular 
rung was secured about two feet above 
that, and then a third rung.  The frame-
work was complete!

The entry of the house was typi-
cally set to face east to the rising sun, 
with the back of the house shielding 
the interior from the hot western af-
ternoon sun.  But, Vince explained, 
the Nisenan often did not inhabit the 
houses or shelters, but rather used 
them to store possessions.  Instead, 
in the warm summer months, they 
cooked at communal fires in the vil-
lage and slept outside under the stars.

Vince’s class was done for the day.  
The framework would set and dry 
while EYNC staff and volunteers cut 
and prepared tule to drape over the 
willow rungs, creating the siding.  
Green, living tules, at least 5 feet tall, 
would be cut just above the roots, 
allowing the root to regrow.  The 
tules would dry for a week or two to 
strengthen them, and then be soaked in 
the pond for a few hours to make them 
pliable enough to work with.  

Once the tules are dried and soaked, 
they are bent in the middle and hung 
over the rungs of the framework with 
the ends of the tules secured either 
in the circular trench dug in the dirt 

around the perimeter of the house, or 
by a lower rung.  Then two strings of 
grapevine, which grows in seemingly 
endless lengths, are tied around the 
tules to secure the outside.  All in all, 
tule house construction requires about 
120 people hours to complete a house, 
or about 15 people working for a day.

The arrival of the salmon in the river, 
and the ripening of the acorns signaled 
fall and the coming of winter, time for 
the Nisenan to return to their winter 
homes on the bluffs.  When they had 
retrieved their possessions from their 
summer homes, they set the structures 
on fire to release the spirits of the 
materials that had provided shelter all 
summer, and to keep the area clean, 
erasing all evidence of their summer 
presence.  But they would return the 
next summer, and all the materials 
they needed to construct new summer 
homes would be waiting for them.

Building a tule house is a tempting 
project, but remember that no plants 
or other items can be removed from the 
EYNC Nature Study Area or anywhere 
along the Parkway without a special 
permit.  Instead, please visit EYNC 
and enjoy the tule houses in the village 
and inside the Center.

Margaret Leavitt is a volunteer do-
cent and receptionist and a member 
of the Media and Publications Com-
mittee.



ARNHA’s ninth annual Art Where 
Wild Things Are Spring Gala and Art 
Auction was held on June 9, 2018, 
in perfect weather!  This wonderful 
event, a collaboration with the 
Sacramento Fine Arts Center brings 
together art, music, food, wine, and 
happy guests mingling and laughing. 

But I have a very favorite part of 
the event.  

As a staff member who works the 
check-out station each year, I am 
granted a unique vantage point from 
which to view the live auction.  Each 
year as the Raise the Paddle bidding 
begins, I leave my station and walk 
out onto the porch of the Assembly 
Building to watch, breathless with 
anticipation.  I can survey it all from 
my perch. I see 350 seated guests, 
eyes locked on the stage.  A hush falls 
over the tables. And as the auctioneer 
begins to speak, there is something 
happening, something building….  
After 6 years, I now know the feeling 
well.  It is a surge of kindness and 
generosity from a crowd, and there 
is nothing like it.  The first bid cards 
are raised at “$4,000!”  Then at 
“$2,000!”  “$1,000!” “$750!” and it 
continues… dozens of people.  And 
then at “$100!” the cards are flying 
up, again and again.  More and 
more… enough to make your head 
spin.  At least mine anyway.

As I scan the sea of bid cards raised 
high, tears inevitably well in my eyes 
and goosebumps appear on my skin.  
I wonder what each donor is thinking 
about, what they are donating for….  
Is it the resident animals, like Sophia 
the little owl?  Is it to keep our 

Another Inspiring and Successful Gala!
by Barbara Lezon

continued on page 8
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“THANK YOU”
to our Generous Gala Sponsors!

Title Sponsors
Fred & Betsy Weiland

Premier Sponsor
Sierra National Construction

Underwriter Sponsors
Fechter & Company

Marcy Friedman
Inside Publications

Western Health Advantage

Patron Sponsors
A Better Moving Company

Banner Bank
Bartkiewicz, Kronick & Shanahan

Carmichael Times
Amy Dobberteen

Drobny Law Offices
Fort Hemenway Bed & Breakfast, Idaho

Genovese, Burford and Brothers
Peggy & Bruce Kennedy

Pat Mahony & Randy Getz
Dr. Dennis & Mrs. Nancy Marks

McDonald Plumbing, Heating & Air
Pacific Investment Consultants

Sacramento Municipal Utility District
Heidi and Brad Sanborn

Sbw Design
Somach, Simmons & Dunn

Paul Tebbel, Lynn and Daniel 
Schweissinger

Gala Table Sponsors 
Dick Barbar and Sandie Dunn

Joey Johnson
Kit Kirkpatrick

Daniel Benvenuti, Jr.

Contributor Sponsors
cbec, Inc.

Carmichael Chamber of Commerce
Gabrielle Rasi, DDS

Sactown Union Brewery
Terra D’Oro Winery

Togo’s Eatery, Carmichael
Two Rivers Architects
Wild Birds & Gardens

weekend programs affordable for 
families?  Or is it for the child who 
will venture into nature for the first 
time, thanks to the free program we 
can offer her class? 

Whatever it is, and whatever the 

amount, each donation is an incredible 
gift from the heart.  And to see so 
many of these gifts in such a short 
amount of time is almost too much 
for my heart to bear.  As the last 
few bid cards rise into the air and 
the Raise the Paddle segment comes 
to an end, I always turn back to my 
station, wiping away the tears and 
rubbing my arms to try to calm the 
goosebumps.  And I am re-inspired 
for another year to keep doing what 
I do, so that the Effie Yeaw Nature 
Center can keep doing what it’s been 
doing for 42 years.  It is clear to me - 
we are ALL a part of this legacy.

This year’s Raise the Paddle 
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Under the Oaks
by Pete the Parkway Coyote

Everyone is welcome at the 
ARNHA Annual Meeting, Sept. 
12, from 6 p.m. until dusk. 
Exciting new plans for the 
Nature Center will be revealed 
and light refreshments will be 
served.

As fall approaches, nesting season has ended and Sandhill 
Cranes are heard overheard.  Many cranes winter from late 
October to mid-February in the wetlands of the Central Valley.  
Grasses are golden and the first small acorns are falling from the 
trees.  Larger plump acorns of higher nutritional value will fall 
later in the season.  Ground-nesting Yellowjackets are present 
on or near the trails, mainly in the meadow and near water.  The 
two coyote pups and five fawns (including two sets of twins) that 
were spotted in the Preserve over the summer have grown and 
are getting ready for their first winter.

After 6 years as an EYNC Naturalist, Melanie DuBoce has ac-
cepted an exciting position with the California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife, collecting data on Chinook Salmon. Melanie 
coordinated EYNC’s Aquatic Studies program, leading over 150 
Pond and River field studies and labs, bringing thousands of kids 
into the water to learn about the importance of clean water to 
local aquatic habitats.        
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Summer Camps were well attended; young nature enthusiasts enjoyed hiking, rafting, fishing, games 
and crafts such as “edible rock cycle.” Camp photos show pinecone bird feeder and sifting acorn meal.



Pete’s curious nature, sharp 
eyes, and keen sense of smell 

make him a great ambassador 
for the American River Natural 

History Association.

I hope to see you at the Nature Center soon.

Look for Fall and Winter Nature Camp information 
on our website sacnaturecenter.net/education/
nature-camps. Camps fill quickly so it is important 
to sign up when registration opens.

Three new Nature of Things adult classes will take 
place at EYNC: “Intro to eBird,” Aug. 18; “Golden 
State Snakes,” beginning Sept. 13; and, “Beginning 
Birding – Fall Session,” beginning Sept. 17.  See sac-
naturecenter.net/education/adult-programs/nature-
of-things for more information and to register.

During the day, Clem, the Western Pond 
Turtle, enjoys his new outdoor enclosure in 
front of the entrance to the Discovery Shop.

The “Animal Caretakers” had an unusual 
experience. A sharp-eyed camper spotted 
an Iguana high in an oak tree. This finding 
sparked quite a discussion about non-native 
animals and whether they would  survive or 
harm the ecosystem. Ultimately it was decided 
to capture and rehome the Iguana. A ladder 
was brought from the Nature Center and the 
Iguana was easy to approach. All were sur-
prised to find it was made of plastic!  

Beginning Birding, Seminars, Mondays, 9/13 & 9/24, 10/1 & 10/8, 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.                         7



Gala, continued from page 5

In early July 2018, the ARNHA 
and EYNC board, staff and 
volunteers bid a heartfelt farewell 
and happy retirement to one of the Center’s longtime employees, Jamie 
Washington. After more than 12 years serving as the Center’s Volunteer 
Coordinator, which included managing a volunteer force of over 200 
people, serving as the planner for staff and volunteer events, being the 
unofficial “counselor” for her co-workers and wearing any number of hats 
on a given day, Jamie was finally ready to pass the torch!

Jamie’s experience as a teacher enabled her to excel in this position, 
where she used her knowledge and passion to impart the philosophy of 
the Effie Yeaw Nature Center to eager volunteers. She is loved for her 
compassion and friendly manner and her willingness to make time to listen 
to any volunteer or co-worker. Jamie truly exudes the Effie Yeaw spirit!

Jamie is looking forward to taking art classes, traveling (especially to 
visit her daughter and grandkids in Dana Point), and volunteering – at 
where else? The Nature Center! While the board and staff will miss her 
greatly, we wish her all the best in her new journey and hope to find her 
walking the trails of the Nature Preserve soon!

Picture by Kari Bauer. Retiring Volunteer Coordinator Jamie 
Washington and incoming Volunteer Coordinator Christine Johnson

8                        Intro to eBird, Saturday, August 18, 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Effie Yeaw Nature Center

segment at the Gala raised more than 
$35,000 in support of the Nature 
Center’s educational programs, 
including free programs to Title I 
schools and other special needs 
students.  This generous gift ensures 
that our mission Bringing people to 
nature and nature to people continues.  
A heartfelt thank you to the donors, 
sponsors, guests and volunteers who 
make this possible – year after year.

Barbara Lezon is EYNC’s Market-
ing and Communications Coordina-
tor.

Jamie Washington 
Retirement
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Photographer: Ralph Heim

Fall on the American River Parkway. Camera Settings: 
1/100 sec, F9, 70mm, ISO 200. 
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Donors -- April through June, 2018
• George & Susan Abbott
• Ascent Environmental
• Janice & Robert Ahders
• Christina Aldrich
• Kelly Allen
• Samira Al-Qazzaz
• American River Parkway   
 Volunteers
• Janice Anderson
• Joann Anglin
• Paige Ashley
• Marisa Atha
• Lou Ann Auble
• Ray Aubrey
• Iris Bachman
• William Baker
• Sara Baldwin
• Joanna Ballard
• Bud Banker
• Anna Barela
• Marbo Barnard
• Veronica Bartell
• Wendy Baty
• Kari & Richard Bauer
• Lacy Bauer
• Fran Baxter-Guigli & 
 Jim Guigli
• Katie Baygell 
 in appreciation of Fred & 
 Betsy Weiland
• Christine & David Beeby 
 in memory of Mo Beeby
• Paula Wenzel Bellacera
• Susan N. Benedetti
• Brian & Candice Bennett
• Karen Benson
• Bruce & Barbara Berg
• Lucy Berger
• Vicki Beringer
• Anne Berner
• Bob & Janene Beronio 
 in memory of Harry Hurd
• Peggy Berry
• Anne Bersinger
• Stephanie Biegler
• Patricia Bisharat
• Nancy & William Bittner
• Tim Blaine
• Marilyn Blair
• Aubrey Blue
• Dale Blunden
• Dianne Boal
• Steve & Sharon Bogart
• Earl Boley

• Robert & Jean Bonar
• Jennifer Bowles
• John & Sylvia Boyle
• Susan & Brad Bristow
• Doris Brown & 
 William Patterson
• Edward & Lisa Bubienko
• Peggy Buckner
• Timothy & Cindy Burke
• Jean Burke
• Lisa Burke
• Torey Byington
• Brookes Byrd
• Lisa & Brent Calhoon
• Paula Cameto
• Judy Capaul
• Sheryl Carlson
• Etelvina Carrazana
• Clav Castaneda
• Katie Caulk
• Li-Hon Chang
• Stephanie Clar
• Carol Clark
• David & Maxine Clark
• Lessa Clayton
• Sarah Clem
• Linda Cochran
• James Coffin
• Beth Coffman
• Kelly Cohen
• Caroline Colangelo
• Frances Coletti
• James Collins
• Margot Comer
• Michael Connelly
• Melissa Conner
• Evan & Lydia Cooley
• Ken & Sydney Cooley
• David Cooley
• Teri Cooney
• Betty & James Cooper
• Lance Copeland
• Margaret Costa 
 in honor of Anna & Lily Morano
• Rachael Cowan
• Lynn Cox
• Tamara Crocker
• Sarah Cromie
• Dan & Heidi Crosbie
• Lindsley Cross
• Diane Cummings
• Gay Currier
• Donna D’Amico
• Marian Darmsted

• Kathryn Davalos
• Velma Davidson
• General Davie
• Susan Davis
• Rudolph Davis II
• Susan De La Torre
• Barbara De Wein
• Jackie DeLu & Michael Covey
• Keith DeVore
• Susan DeVore
• Paula Deweese
• Jaclyn Deweese
• Dora Dodson
• Elizabeth Dolezal
• Michael Donnoe
• Shardool Doongursee
• Midge & Fred Dorn
• Anne S. Doughty
• Krystin Dozier
• Linda Drawbert
• Hunt Drouin
• Monika Dulay
• Sandie Dunn & Dick Barbar
• Andrea Dunning
• Cynthia Dunning & Chris Jakle
• Virginia Dunstan
• Andrew Durham
• Dennis &Terese Eckhart
• Rhonda Egan
• Barron Eldridge
• Roslyn Eliaser
• Pamela Elmore
• Donna Ennis
• Stephen Epler
• Carla Erkenbrecher
• Kate Erlich
• Diana & Tim Essert
 in memory of Robert M.  
 Small, Maj USAF Ret
• Peggy Ewing
• Cathy Ewing
• Nathan Fairman & 
 Katherine Elliott
• Christine Farren
• Barbara Farren & Eric Peach
• Selma & Allen Fields 
 in memory of Sue Walker
• Jacqueline Fisher & 
 John O’Neal
• Juliana Fisher
• John Fitzgerald
• Fredric Fix
• Marilee Flannery

• Mary Louise Flint 
 in honor of Adrienne Graver 
 & Kevin O’Brien
• Tom & Lynelle Follett
• Mabel Fong
• Zak Ford
• Tania & Daniel Fowler
• George Foxworth
• Marcine Friedman
• Eric Frisk
• Larry Fritz
• Gail Galante
• Boyd Gavin
• Ruth Gay
• Maureen Geiger
• Michael Geminder
• Fatih Gencer
• Mike Genovese
• Cathy George
• Donald Gerigk
• Marilyn Gerhard
• Randy Getz
• Larry Gilbert
• Marilyn Gilbert
• Pohlin Gillis
• Girl Scouts Heart of Central  
 California, Troop 2355
• Anna Gleghorn
• Jim Glickman
• Ted Glum
• Marianina Godinho 
 in memory of Rebekha   
 Alfaro’s Grandmother in El  
 Salvador and Larry Crocker
• Thomas Gohring & 
 Kate Williams
• Erla & David Goller
• Heather Goodman
• Gary Gravier 
 in memory of Debby Gravier
• Aaron Gravvat
 in memory of Shirley Gravvat
• Judi & Steven Green
• Ron Greenwood
• Teri Griffis
• Eugene & Dorothy Gualco
• Jeff & Debbie Gualco
• Sylvia Gude
• Elke Guenter
• Aditya Gune
• Suzanne Guthrie
• Kenneth Hall
• Meg Halloran

continued next page
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• Charles Halnan
• Matthew Hancock
• Leslie Harbaugh
• Gary & Susan Harbison
• James Hargrove
• Ed Harper
• Bea Harris
• Richard Shawn Harrison
• Dale Hawkins
• Pete Hayes 
 in memory of Carol Doersch
• Annette Heacox
• Lauren Heard Poage
• Kathi Hegelein
• Pat Henderson
• Charlotte Henshaw
• Rick Heron
• Norman Hill
• Louise Hirsch
• Iris Holley
• Ann Hollingshead
• Diane & Julian Holt
• Josh Horowitz
• Ilana Horwitz
• Shayna Horwitz
• Rose Hoskinson
• Jeanne Huggins
• J.E. Huggins
• Jennifer Hughes
• Elaine Hujambojoie
• Claudia Hulbe 
 in honor of Betty Cooper & 
 Don Mongeau
• John Huls
• Leslie Ingram
• Kristina Ishihara
• Kimberly Ishihara
• Catherine Ishikawa
• William Ishmael
• James Jackson
• Gary Jakobs
• Sheila Jacobs
• Sara Jacobsen
• Rebecca Jaggers
• Alex James
• Gregory & Cindy James
• Eloise Janecke
• Janecke Rev Living Trust
• Janet Jewell
• Joey & Kathy Johnson
• Hollyn Johnson
• Theresa Johnson
• Muriel Johnson
• Deidre L Johnson
• Rich & Pat Jones
• Carol & Maj. Harry Jones
• Rob Jones

• Roger Jones
• Holly Juch
• Robert Kahrs
• Virginia Kaser
• Molly Keller
• Ann Kelly
• Herbert & Elizabeth Kelly
• Jackie Kelly
• Barbara Kempe
• Anne Kempees 
 in memory of 
 Madeline Roberts
• Peggy & Bruce Kennedy 
 in memory of Bill Wesley
• Jennifer Kennedy
• Kathleen Kinney
• Kit Kirkpatrick
• John Kirlin
• Kiwanis Club of Carmichael
• Sarah Kleinberg
• Tanya & Mark Kleinman
• Mary Therese Kobashigawa
• Gregory Kondos
• Suzanne Krale
• Paula Kuhlman
• Michael Kwong
• Stephanie Lack
• Judith Lamare
• Ruth Landis
• Sandi Lane
• Jery Langham
• Karon Larson
• Richard & Carol Laursen
• Karla Lazier
• Margaret Leavitt & Alan Lilly
• Bruce Leavitt
• Diane Lee
• Diane Lee-Smith
• Marjorie & Les Lehr
• Susan Leith
• Sara Lennertz
• Margaret Leonard
• Christina Lewis
• John & Debbie Lewis
• Carolyn Lewis
• Barbara Lezon
• Marya Liberty
• Sandy Lindblad
• Julie Linderman
• Debra Lindgren
• David Lintz
• Sandra Lockwood
• Melanie Loo
• Susan Lorimer & Robert Bruns
• Renata Losberg
• Loveall Foundation
• Donna Madeira

• Pat Mahony
• Betty Malmgren
• Helene Margolis
• John Marinko
• Richard Marsh
• Michael & Mary Martinelli 
 in honor of Kevin & 
 Adrienne’s Wedding
• Thomas Marx
• Lauri Massey 
• Joan Matsler
• Keith McCann
• Jennifer McCarl
• Stewart & Jeanie McCartney 
 in memory of Louis Heinrich
• Scott McCaslin
• Bob McCleary
• John & Martha McCorkell
• Michele McCormick
• Elena McCrary
• Anne McDonald
• Cheryl Shawver McDonald
• John McKeon
• Dahlynn McKowen
• Merrie McLaughlin
• Robert McLean
• Connie McLennan
• Bernard & Norma McNamara
• Patricia McVicar
• Andrea Meier
• Christine Meighan
• Linda Melching
• Gary Mele
• Mental Health America of 
 Northern California
• Wyndell Merritt
• Merryhill Midtown
• Beryl Michaels & John Bach
• Joyce Mihanovich
• Nicholas Milbank
• Charleen Milburn Ramey
• Lori Miyasato
• Wendy Money
• Barbara Moore
• Trisha Moore
• Brian Moore
• Mary Patricia Morris
• Jeanette Morrow
• Deborah Moskovitz
• Carol Mott
• John Mott
• Emily Moulton
• Anne Murch
• Smokey Murphy
• Polly Murphy Jones
• Judy Murray 
 in memory of Jim Moulton

• Annalene Myers
• Mary Neilsen
• Deepak & Bobette Nelli
• Deborah Nelson
• Karen Nemetz
• Paula Newcomb
• Deborah Newton
• Melanie & James Nguyen
• Lestelle Nichols 
 in memory of John Brett’s 
 Great Dane “Zander”
• Mark Nichols
• Joanna Nishimura 
 in honor of Ellen Nishimura
• Katie Nishimura 
 in honor of Ellen Nishimura
• Rebecca Norris
• Noel Nuebuger & Catherine  
 Ewing
• Gregg & Patricia Nulton
• Cherie O’Boyle
• Mallory O’Conner
• David Oliver
• Lawrence Orcutt
• Walt Packard
• Terry Pappas
• Diane Pargament
• Diana Parker
• Gail Parris
• Ann Parsons
• Naomi Patterson
• Pam Peacock
• Michael Pease
• Susan Peters
• David Peterson
• Tracy Peterson
• Lisa Phenix
• Gail & Dennis Philippart
• Steven Phillips
• Thomas Phillips
• Terri Piazza-Perham
• Salvador Pimienta
• H.M.S. Pinafore Mariners, 
 Carmichael Presbyterian  
 Church
• Helen Plenert
• Carol & Frank Poelman
• Shirley Poirier
• Michelle Porter
• Robin Primavera
• Michael Pruss
• Lena Pyle
• Sabina & Werner Raab
• Frank & Karen Ramirez
• Syreeta Rampollo
• Diane Ramsey

continued next page
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Q:  Why do bucks rub their antlers against trees?
 
A: Naturalist Sara Tabatabai replies: There are several reasons why bucks rub their 
antlers against trees.  Antlers emerge in spring, covered with “velvet.”  By late sum-
mer, the velvet has dried, and you may see bucks rubbing their antlers on trees to 
remove the dried velvet.  That signals the approach of the rutting, or mating season.

 “When in rut, male deer have an increased testosterone level, aggression, and of course, interest in 
does.  When the bucks rub their antlers and forehead against trees, they are leaving a strong and odorous 
message.   The scent they deposit proclaims dominance in an area, which will attract potential mates and 
send a challenge to competing bucks. The rut for black-tailed deer generally occurs from November to De-
cember so you can expect higher activity among the bucks as well as the does during this time. In addition 
to bark rubs, bucks will self-anoint (cover themselves with scents such as their own urine) and chase after 
does. The most notable rutting behavior is the intense battles between bucks fighting for mating privileges. 
“Next time you’re out on a hike and you see buck rubs, keep an eye open for a buck looking or fighting 
for mates. You’ll be amazed at how incredible their duels can be.  Remember to keep a safe distance if 
you stick around to watch!”
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• Linda Rau
• Susan Recely
• Karin Richardson
• Shelley Richardson
• Beth Richtman
• Ruth Rezos 
 in memory of Bill Dillinger
• Joyce Rietz
• Mary Ann Robinson
• Jason & Amy Rogers
• Cindy Rogers
• Margaret Rogers
• Ilana Rub
• Sharon Ruffner
• Susan Russell
• Paula Ruud Kuhlman
• Meredith Ryan
• Kathleen A Sabatini
• Sacramento Food Co-op
• Sacramento Regional 
 Community Foundation
• Carrie Sage
• Arnold & Kathleen Samuels
• Thomas Sapunor
• Donald Saterlee
• Monica Sauer
• Kathleen Savidge
• Mary Ellen Scarlett
• Ellen Schaefer
• Alice Schilla
• Lisa Schmidt
• James Schubert
• Lauri Schwein
• Katherine & Daniel 
 Schweissinger
• Anita Scuri
• Marilyn Self
• Lanna Seuret

• John & Julia Serences
• Francis Sheehan
• Julia Sheldon
• James & Denise Silvernail
• Six Hands Winery
• Susan Skinner
• Rita Sklar
• Bob & Robyn Slakey
• Jeff Slater
• Rose Sloan
• Tom & Judy Slofkosky
• Elizabeth & Felix Smith
• Patty Smith
• Doug Smith
• Judy Smith
• Jean Snuggs
• Susan Solarz
• Lily Soley
• Connie Sosa
• Judy Sowa
• William Spaller
• Sue Staats
• Natasha Stanton
• Jane Steele
• Jennifer Steele
• Teresa Steinbach-Garcia
• Morna Stephens
• Sara Stephens
• Gwendolyn Stevens
• Kristie Stevens
• Ellen Stillman
• Jolene Stinemetz
• Sarah Stoltz & 
 Gregory Herrera
• Daniel & Cindy Stone
• Erin Sugimoto
• Denise Svetich
• Linda & Thomas Sweetman

• Tanya Ta
• Masoud & Norma Tabatabai
• Veronique Tache
• Daniel & Janet Tankersley
• Kevin Tanner
• Paul Tebbel & 
 Lynn Schweissinger
• Jonathan & Jaclyn Teofilo
• William Thomas
• Laura Thompson
• John Toney
• Nancy Tooker
• Kendra Torvestad
• Anne-Christin Trost
• Warren Truitt 
 in memory of Howard Leach
• Martha Ture
• Colleen Ann Uhlenhop
• United Way California 
 Capitol Region
• Elizabeth Valdovinos
• Lucille van Ommering
• Janet Van Sicklen
• Annette Vasquez
• Carol & Glenn Vaughn
• Amber Vergugo
• Virginia Volk-Anderson
• Connie Wade
• Dorothy & Patrick Wagner
• Katharine Wagner
• Joanne Wagner
• Diana Wallace
• Charles Walter & Christine  
 Farren
• Jian Wang
• Cheryl & Thomas Ward
• Ella Warloe
• Kristi Warren

• Tanya Washington 
 in honor of Jamie Washington
• Nick  & Sabrina Washington
• Jamie Washington
• Dustyne & Larry Weaver
• Susan Bernard Webb
• Eric Webb
• Fred & Betsy Weiland
• Sally Weinland
• Laurie Weir
• Barbara & Kenneth Weisner
• Cathy Weitzner
• Jane R. Wheaton
• Sandy Whetstone
• William White
• Lynn White
• Ramsay “Buzz” Wiesenfeld
• Mary Wilkinson
• Shelley Williams
• Liz Williamson
• Amy Williamson
• Shiomi Wilson
• Mary Jess Wilson
• Maria Winkler
• Randy Won
• John Woodling
• Lucinda Woodward
•  Dorothy & James Woodstrom
• Gilbert & Nanci Woody
• Lois Wright
• Beverly Wright
• Lynne Yamane
• Bill Yeates
• Bruce Young
• Mernie Younger
• Your Cause

Thank
you!
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Intro to eBird 
Saturday, August 18, 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Effie Yeaw Nature Center

ARNHA Annual Meeting
Wednesday, September 12, 6 p.m. to dusk
Effie Yeaw Nature Center

Golden State Snakes
Seminar, Thursday, 9/13, 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Field Trip, Saturday, 9/15, 10 a.m. to noon
Effie Yeaw Nature Center

Beginning Birding – Fall Session
Seminars, Mondays, September 17 & 24 and 
   October 1 & 8, 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Field Trips, Fridays, October 5 & 12, 
   8 a.m. to 11 a.m., Effie Yeaw Nature Center

NatureFest
Sunday, October 7, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Effie Yeaw Nature Center
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• Peggy Buckner
• Valari Byrn
• Christopher Callahan
• Claudia Kenney Carey
• Shauna Chatters
• Kim Clark
• Nader Darab
• Daniel D’Arcangelis
• Marian Darmsted
• Jean Dodd
• Makaeva Druecker
• Suzanne Eaker
• Ruby Sharon Evans
• The Bigelow-Walker Family
• Jo Fischer
• Pam Giarrizzo
• Darian Giusti
• Shawnda Grady
• Nyonnoweh Greene
• Katie Hardy
• Mark and Julie Healton
• Dan Hester
• Samuel Hodges
• Richard Hyde
• Catherine Johnson
• Dana Katz
• Matt Kubicek
• Kathryn Lincoln
• Thomas Louis
• James Melville

• Michael O’Connell
• Shirley Paulson
• Elizabeth F. Petzold
• Jessica Plaut
• Margaret Porto
• Maureen Pryor
• Alice Ramirez
• Brad and Stacy Rivera
• Robin Robinson
• Linda Rose
• Kathleen Saenz
• Teresa Santarosa
• Lisa Sapra
• Gwenda Schoen
• Teresa Siebert
• Patty Smith
• Nate Solov
• Eileen Spoor
• Marilyn Starrett
• Jill Stevens
• Chris & Bill Swars
• Marjorie Tuckerman
• Beta Tuigilai
• Patricia Turner
• Alena Uliasz
• Amber Verdugo
• Katharine Wagner
• YenLu Wong
• Deanna Ybarra


